Vyaire Medical Uses Talend to Help Successfully Scale Production with Healthy Data to Combat
COVID-19
April 29, 2021
Global healthcare manufacturer to share their incredible story at Gartner Data & Analytics Summit 2021
REDWOOD CITY, Calif., April 29, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Talend (NASDAQ: TLND), a global leader in cloud data integration and data integrity, today
announced that Vyaire Medical, the largest company in the global healthcare ecosystem fully dedicated to respiratory care, relied on Talend to help
successfully meet the unprecedented spike in demand for ventilator equipment in 2020 and beyond. Based on real-time access to trusted information
from the factory floor to the boardroom, Vyaire gained the agility and insight needed to optimize their supply chain and significantly scale production
from six units per day of a single ventilator line to 600.

Ed Rybicki, senior vice president and CIO of Vyaire Medical, will share the company's story at the upcoming virtual Gartner Data & Analytics Summit,
taking place on Thursday, May 6 at 2 p.m. Eastern. In his presentation, Rybicki will discuss the importance of a healthy data environment to meet the
unprecedented demands of COVID-19. He'll also address how he delivered flexibility and scale for his organization with a cloud-based enterprise data
platform.
Talend's Talend Data Fabric is a unified platform that delivers complete, clean and uncompromised data in real-time. As more data is ingested and
analyzed, Talend helps organizations confidently drive insights using their data to quickly make decisions that can accelerate revenue, innovate
faster, and reduce cost and risk.
To attend Vyaire Medical's session on May 6 at the virtual Gartner Data & Analytics Summit, please register here.
About Talend
Talend (NASDAQ: TLND), a leader in data integration and data integrity, is changing the way the world makes decisions.
Talend Data Fabric is the only platform that brings together all the data integration and governance capabilities, to simplify every aspect of working with
data. Talend delivers complete, clean, and uncompromised data in real-time to all. This unified approach to data has made it possible to create the
Talend Trust Score™, an industry-first innovation that instantly assesses the reliability of any data set to bring clarity and confidence to every decision.
Over 6,000 customers across the globe have chosen Talend to run their businesses on trusted data. Talend is recognized as a leader in its field by
leading analyst firms and industry media. For more information, please visit www.talend.com and follow us on Twitter: @Talend.
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